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A case study of twilight probing of the atmosphere during Leonid meteor shower 2001
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Twilight sounding method is used to retrieve the vertical distribution of the dust particles throughout the middle atmosphere. The photometry observations of the twilight sky brightness were carried out during the Great Leonid meteor storm of November 2001 at a tropical inland station Pune (18°32’N, 73°51’E), India. This experiment gave an opportunity to monitor height distribution of meteoric dust between 16 and 150 km. Normalization of the current set of data with a reference data set shows the evidence of influx of the fine meteor dust with a broad peak at around 80 km in the evening twilight of November 18, the day of meteor storm peak, and its subsequent descent to the lower stratosphere. The magnitude of enhancement of dust due to this meteor shower at the peak of distribution is about seven times the normal.

Many observers, ever since the discovery of the twilight phenomenon, have shown that the characteristics of the light scattered downward by the atmosphere during the twilight period are sensitive indicators of the aerosol component of the atmosphere. The twilight variations that occur as the solar depression angle changes can be used to derive information on the vertical distribution of atmospheric aerosols.

The twilight sounding method, involving ground-based photometry of the twilight zenith sky brightness, can be used to derive the vertical distribution of dust particles intruding the Earth’s atmosphere during the active meteor showers, volcanic eruptions and also aerosols forming within the atmosphere. This method is based on the fact that the luminosity of the twilight sky at a given moment depends on the momentary height of the Earth’s shadow. Bulk of the scattered light comes to an observer from a narrow atmospheric layer. The lower cut-off of this layer is determined by the shadow of the solid Earth. The contribution of the rest of the atmosphere above this layer may be neglected due to an exponential decrease of air density.

Bartusek et al., in Australia, carried out simultaneous twilight and Lidar observations of the atmospheric aerosols. The results of his comparative study showed a good confirmation of the validity of twilight data. The earlier results of twilight sounding method showed that some
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finely dispersed matter, responsible for additional light scattering above and beyond that to be expected of a purely molecular atmosphere, was present at every height. In particular, a rapid rise of extra scattering above 70 km had been attributed by a number of authors to an enhanced abundance of dust particles of interplanetary origin at these altitudes. This method was successfully used by Link in France in revealing aerosol of meteoric origin in the atmosphere. He found that aerosol layers emerged at some heights between 60 and 120 km during the active periods of Librids, Orionids, and Geminids by showing a certain correlation between enhanced twilight scattering and the occurrences of these meteor showers. Also a significant rise of twilight sky brightness was observed in the period of maximum of Quadrantids, η-Aquarids and Leonids. The formation of several dust layers and their subsequent descent and dissipation were reported during these meteor showers. The ground-based results of Link were also confirmed by balloon-borne twilight measurements. At Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory, Georgia (42.8°N, 41.8°E), twilight observations have been carried out for many years with the aim of investigating the distribution of the meteoric dust in the Earth's atmosphere during different meteor showers. Their twilight measurements during the active periods of 1998 and 1999 Leonid meteor showers showed that large amounts of dust particles were injected into the atmosphere. They observed the formation of dust layers in addition to an overall enhancement of atmospheric turbidity. Thus, the twilight observations have revealed enhanced abundances of meteoric dust in the upper and middle atmosphere.

Leonid meteors are visible every year from about November 17 to 18. But during the year 2001, on November 18, the Earth ran into the dense ribbon of debris left behind by comet Temple-Tuttle during its 1767 orbit around the Sun. So the normal meteor shower turned into a meteor storm. Normal showers can have meteor rates of a few to several dozen meteors per hour whereas a storm can have 1000 meteors per hour and can go into tens of thousands per hour. The peak of the storm took place at around 10:30 UT on 18 November (http://www.astropix.com/HTML/F_COMETS/LEONID1.HTML).

The twilight photometer is being operated at a tropical inland station, Pune since November 2001. The clear sky conditions on November 18 helped us to take twilight measurements. An attempt has been made to monitor the influx of the great Leonid meteor storm dust by twilight method, for the first time in India. The preliminary results obtained were discussed and presented in this paper.

The twilight photometer, which is indigenously designed and developed at the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, is being operated at Pune to retrieve the aerosol vertical profiles from about 6 km to a maximum of 150 km. A more detailed description of the instrument and the measurement technique were given elsewhere. The scattered light gathered from 1° field of view by a convex lens is passed through a red filter peaking at 660 nm with a 50 nm half bandwidth to a photomultiplier tube (EMI 9798). The output from the photomultiplier tube is amplified by a fast pre-amplifier, whose output, which is proportional to the scattered intensity reaching the instrument, is measured. The measurements are made at every 30 s interval. The measured intensity (I) and the corresponding recorded time constitute the raw data. The recorded time is converted to Earth's shadow height (h), one of the main parameters of the twilight method, by our model, which includes the effects of atmospheric refraction and the correction that arises due to the strong attenuation of the lower Sun rays by denser layers of the lower atmosphere.

The most significant problem of this method is the uncertainty of height determination, which cannot be obtained from measurements. The height resolution is not constant; it increases with increase in Earth's shadow height, from about 1.7 km at 20 km to 4 km at 100 km. But still it gives a good opportunity to monitor the aerosols in a wide range of altitudes, as it is less restricted in height.

The logarithmic gradient of the intensity, i.e., \( q = -\log_{10} I/dh \), is the most effective way of distinguishing the aerosol layers or to reveal the stratified structure of the atmospheric dust. In addition, q is not affected by an increased role of secondary scattering in the deep twilight that is important when considering intensity variations at high altitudes in the atmosphere. At higher wavelengths, the role of Rayleigh scattering is very less as compared to Mie scattering. The variations in the vertical profile of molecular density are very small and hence the effect of Rayleigh scattering on the value of \( q \), as studied by Bigg, is nearly constant. It does not give any structure on \( q \) curve and \( I \) is assumed to be directly proportional to aerosol number density.

The great Leonid meteor storm of 2001 observations were performed with the aid of twilight photometer described in the previous section. The observation sets, made use of in the present study are the evening twilights of November 13, 18, 20, 21, and 22. Due to weather conditions, the measurements from November 14 to 17 and 19 were noisy. A typical photometry curve of the twilight light intensity \( I(h) \), as a function of height \( h \) of the Earth’s shadow is shown in Figure 1. It shows the large range of decrease in scattered light intensity within 45 min following the local sunset. The lower atmospheric layers, submerged in shadow, no longer contribute to the sky brightness. The scattered light comes more and more from the higher layers, which are still illuminated by direct sunlight. As the air density decreases with height, the scattering coefficient also decreases and sunlight is scattered more weakly. As a result, sky brightness diminishes and so the illumination at the Earth's surface falls.

Within a short-term process, a temporal and spatial dynamic of the aerosol loading of the atmosphere may be
described well enough in arbitrary units. A simple way to distinguish a rapidly evolving component of atmospheric aerosol brought in by meteor showers is to normalize the current set of data, $I_c (h)$, with a reference twilight set, $I_r (h)$. The reference set should be chosen as close as possible to the active period and should be free from dust particles. Here the twilight set of November 13 is selected as a reference set. Of course, November 13 is also not entirely free from dust particles because of the Taurid meteor shower, which occurs during 3–10 November. The ratio curves $I_c / I_r$ of evening twilight measurements on November 18, 20 and 21, plotted from 16 to 150 km, are shown in Figure 2. It is noticed from the figure that on November 18, the day of intense meteor storm, there is an enhancement of scattered light intensity from the height range 30–120 km with a peak at about 80 km (solid line in Figure 2). At this altitude, the magnitude of enhancement is about seven times the normal. This broad peak may be due to the production of a large number of secondary particles as a result of fragmentation, ablation and condensation, which later fill up all levels of the middle atmosphere. The secondary particles may also be formed through condensation of evaporated dense meteor vapour in the trails of meteors and bolides, as discussed in detail by Hunten et al., which may occur at any level.

An intensive descent of dust particles from mesosphere to stratosphere took place on the following days. An unexpected increase of the values above 120 km on November 20 as compared to November 18 may be due to further influx of meteor dust. On the 21st, the higher values between 50 and 100 km and lower values above 100 km as compared to November 20 may be due to subsequent descent of the dust. On November 21, a peak is seen in the lower stratosphere. Similar type of enhancements during Leonid showers of 1998 and 1999 have been shown by Nino Mateshvili et al. During the 1998 Leonid shower, they found two dust layers, one at 117 km and the other at 54 km, on the evening of November 20. These layers had descended to 93 and 30 km respectively on the morning of November 21. During 1999 Leonid shower, the maximum at 53 km was found to be very weak unlike on the evening of 20 November 1998. A weak maxima at 50 km and a better developed one at 40 km were seen on 22 November 1999. From their long-term observations carried out at Abastumani Observatory during different meteor showers, it was noticed that a layer at about 30 km is a rather frequent feature during meteor showers and is of short-lived nature. A similar feature is also seen in our observations (dashed curve in Figure 2).

Some signs of stratification began to develop by November 22. The vertical profiles of the logarithmic gradient of twilight intensities, $d \log I / dh$, of 13, 18, 22 and 23 November plotted from 16 to 100 km are shown in Figure 3. On November 13, which is not entirely free from dust, the values are higher but on November 18 some enhanced layered structures are seen at almost all levels indicating the influx of the meteor dust. On the 21st, the dust particles seem to accumulate from about 40 km and they even penetrate into the troposphere. On the 22nd a broad layer is observed from the tropopause to 40 km with a peak at around 25–30 km. There are so many evidences for the existence of meteoric matter in the lower stratosphere, which support our study.

When the Earth runs into the dense debris, left behind by the comet, it hits the Earth’s atmosphere at high velocity, about 70 km/s, and the great energy from their speed causes them to burn up in the upper atmosphere, at a height of about 80–100 km. Very little is known about the fate of the evaporated material and its possible effects on the atmosphere. Much of the evaporated material
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**Figure 1.** A typical photometric twilight light intensity curve.
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**Figure 2.** Ratio curves of current to reference twilight intensities for the evenings of 18, 20 and 21 November 2001.
The twilight sounding method gives a qualitative and in some aspects semi-qualitative information on the height distribution of the dust particles. Our twilight measurements during and after the Leonid meteor storm 2001, showed that all levels of the middle atmosphere are loaded with meteoric dust particles, perhaps both primary and secondary particles. The large enhancement in the twilight scattering on the day of the storm peak, at about 80 km, and its subsequent descent to lower levels of the atmosphere is clearly seen in the ratio curves. The formation of a broad layer in the lower stratosphere, due to dust accumulation, on the fourth day of the storm is explained by the logarithmic gradient of intensity. The main aim of this paper is to demonstrate the measurement capabilities offered by the twilight method, and it is the first attempt made by the authors to monitor the influx of the extraterrestrial matter in the Earth’s atmosphere.
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